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Chapter I 
Prelude 
Rutherford established the nuclear model of the atom in 1911 through 
well known n-scattering experiment. Atomic nucleus, which is the central 
])art of the atom is a ver\' complex system. Neutrons and protons called 
nucleons. are the basic building blocks of the nucleus. The forces which hold 
these nucleons within the nucleus are naturally very complex and have no 
classical analogy. One of the basic aims of research in low energy nuclear 
]:>hy.sics is to get information about the structure of the nucleus and the 
nuclear forces. One way of the getting this information is through the study 
of nuclear reactions. 
A nuclear reaction is said to occur when target and the projectile nuclei 
come close to each other within the range of nuclear forces. A large variety 
of nuclear reactions may be represented by the following equation. 
z^a^- + ZxA'-'*-^ " — zyy-'^' + z.b-^' 
In this equation Zx^^^ '^^ ^^^ target nucleus and ^^ ff'^ " is the projec-
tile which, may be a nucleus or a nuclear particle. Zy^''^' ^'^'^ zfi'^^ i^re 
respectively the residual nucleus and the ejectile. In a nuclear reaction all 
the parameters of the system are known, before the reaction and also after 
it has taken place. What happens during the nuclear reactions is not well 
known. It is because of the very short time (10~^^ to lQ~^^sec.) involved in 
nuclear reactions. A pictorial representation of a nuclear reaction is shown 
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Fig . I . l PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF A NUC1.EAR REACTION 
Since the (>xact process of a nuclear reaction is not well known, simplified 
theories and models are developed for explaining the mechanism of the nu-
(lear icaction. Neils Bohr proposed first such model for nuclear reactions 
in I lie \-eai- l!)3()[l] calk-xl the compound nucleus (CN) reaction mechanism. 
.'Vhhough the compound nucleus model was propo.sed to explain observed 
resonances in thermal and low energy neutron cross-sections, lint the con-
cept was extended to reactions at higher energies invoking the random phase 
apj)roximati()n. 
According to CN theory a nuclear reaction proceeds in two steps. First 
ste[) is the formation of compound nucleus and second step is its decay. Both 
tJK^ s(> steps are assumed to be independent to each other. In the formation 
of CN incidtuit projectile fuses with the target nucleus and forms a compo.s-
ile svst<mi. The angular momentum and energy carried b>- the projectile are 
shared with ah the nucleons of target randomly and after a certain time ther-
modynamic equihbrium is estabhshed. The expected time for the formation 
of compound nucleus is ~ 10"^^ sec. Once the eqTiilibrium is established the 
compound nucleus forgets its history of formation. In the second step, after 
thermodynamic equilibrium has been establishment, the CN decays through 
the emission of light particles or nuclides and/or 7-rays. 
The second kind of approach, in order to describe the reaction mecha-
nism is direct reaction mechanism. In direct reactions only a few degrees of 
freedom are excited. Direct reactions may further be subdivided into three 
categories. \-iz.. (1) Knock-out reaction, where the incident particle hits a 
nucleon or a cluster of nucleons at the surface of the target nucleus which 
is then ejected. (2) Pick-up reaction, where the incident particle picks up 
nucleon/nucleons from the target, and (3) Stripping reaction, where, the in-
cident projectile looses a few nucleons, which are absorbed by the target 
nucleus. Such reactions are likely to occur at considerably higher excitation 
^rgies. 
However, recently it haa been found that reactions also go through a 
mechanism intermediate of compound and direct reaction mechanism which 
is called pre-equilibrium(PE) mechanism. In PE emission, particle and/or 
cluster emission during the establishment of thermodynamical equilibrium 
of the composite system is taken into accovmt. As such, one considers the 
emission of particles and/or cluster, when the complex system formed as a 
result of the fusion of incident particle with the target nucleus, moves towards 
thermodynamic equilibrium. For simplicity, it is assumed that sequence of 
two-body iiit.practions inside tlie complex nucleus ultimately leads to the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. As such, PE emission ser^ •es as a bridge between 
the direct and the compound reaction mechanisms. 
With the a\'ailability of accelerated beams of heavy ions, study of nuclear 
reactions initiated by these has acquired central place in nuclear physics re-
search. Hea\-y ions are distinguished with the light ions in many ways. The 
charge, mass of heavy ions(HI) are larger than light ions, thus energy and 
momentum carried by the heavy ions are relatively large. This makes the 
stud>- of hea\-y ion reactions more complex because the projectile and target 
nuclei both are many body quantum systems and large amounts of energy 
and angular momenta are involved. Since the de-Broglie wave length A in-
voh'ed in heavy ion reactions is small compared to the radius of the target 
nucleus, one can treat HI reactions in semiclassical approach. In semiclassi-
cal approach, one considers radial motion classically and angular motion in 
central force field quantum mechanically. Classical pictorial representation 
of heavy ion interaction is shown in Fig.1.2.[2]. In case of scattering projec-
tile and target are the very same, they do not loose their identity, while in 
the deep inelastic, transfer, and fusion reactions both projectile and target 
loose their identity. Semiclassical description of heavy ion reactions (HIR) is 
possible in terms of the distance of closest approach ?•„„;„, which is related to 
the impact parameter b by the relation [3]. 
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Fig.1.2 PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF A HEAVY ION INTERACTION 
W'licro. V',., „,„, is the nuclear potential between target and projectile, E^ IS 
the center of nias.s energy of the projectile and target. Some of thc^  important 
processes that may occur in HI interactions are given below. 
(i) Rutherford (Elastic) scattering or Coulomb excitation with region ?•„,„,, > 
(ii) Deep inelastic scattering and incomplete fusion peripheral with region 
/?/.- < r„„„ < Ruic-
(iii) Transfer reactions around the region with R^ic < r„,„, < R.pj. 
(iv) Fusion reactions confined with region 0 < 7',„,:.„ < Rf. 
Where R^j is the grazing range of nuclear forces. /?«,,.. and Rf are the 
minimum distances for the deep inelastic coUision and fusion respectively. 
Main class(\s of HIR are elastic scattering and inelastic scattering. All the 
categories of nuclear reactions belong to the inelastic scattering except the 
elastic scattering. The dynamic collision of HI reactions niaA- he explanied in 
terms of potential between two ions depending on the relative^ distance and 
angular momentum. 
The effective potential[3] between two interacting ions may be gi\'(ni as 
Vi,ir) = Vn{r) + V,{r] + Vceni{r) 
Where. K,(r) is nuclear potential between the two ions. Vc{i') is the 
Coulomb ]:)<)tential and Vre„r is the centrifugal potential. All of them are 
functions of relative distance r. Various forms are available for the nuclear 
p()t(>ntial. however for the simplicity we take here Wood -Saxon form which 
ma\- be written ay. 
K.(0 = 7 — ^ W (2) 
l + exp[-f) 
Where. VQ is the depth of potential, a is the diffusion parameter. R 
{—rg{Aj^ +Ap'] is the separation between two ions when they are touch-
ing each other and 7'o = 1.32/m. 
The repulsive Coulomb potential, Vdr) may be given a.,s. 
Vc{r) = ^ - ^ V > B,T (3) 
<nr (4) 
Where. Z/> and Zr are the atomic imnihers of tlie proj(>ctil(^ and Uwgi 
ions i-(>s])ecti\-ely and c is the electronic charge. 
The repl!lsi^•e centrifugal potential KCT^ i^i<J iii'iy '^P writlen as. 
K: en/ r = 2//, 7-2 
\Vlier(\ /; is the reduced mas.s of the projectile and target ions and / is 
the relative angular momentum of the nuck^i. A plot of V'/(r). ihe effective 
potential as a function of separation between ions, for the s>-stem '^'.Y + ' - T c 
given in Fig.1.3. for different values of /. 
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Fig.1.3 EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FOR THE SYSTEM ^'^N + '^^ ^ Tc 
It may further be pointed out that at low energies and larger impact j)aram-
(>t ers. when the two ions pass through each other at distances larger than the 
range of the nuclear interaction, they interact only through their Coulomb 
fields and elastic scattering may take place as only I4. and Vcr„t are impor-
tant. For grazing impact parameters bg^. processes like inelastic scattering 
and nucleon transfer may take place. This may be due to the overlapping 
of the tails of nuclear wave functions. On further reduction of im]:)act ])a-
rameter the wave functions of the two interacting nuclei overlap consideraljly 
and the relative kinetic energy is converted into internal excitation before 
th(- two separate into target and projectile like systems. Tfiese deep inelastic 
collisions take i)lace at energies ~ few AleV/A above the Coulomb barrier. 
At still lower values of impact parameter the two ions may c;oiiie within the 
range of nuclear interactions and may fuses. Angular momentum dependence 
of the above mentioned processes is shown in Fig.1.4. 
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Fig.I.4 A GRAPH OF REACTION CROSS-SECTION AS A FUNCTION OF 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM 
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C'la.ssicrilly. nuclear interactioas can take place if the center of mass energy 
(1'^CM) of tjje two ions is high enough to overcome the Couloml) harrier. The 
projectile may fuse with the target and a number of nuclear reactions may 
fake plac(\ 
At lower incident energies and for smaller values of impact parameters, the 
incident projectile may com])l(^tely fuse with the target micleus resulting in 
t he formation of compound nucleus in excited state. Such kind of processes 
ar(> t(nined as complete fusion. If only a part of projectile fuses with the 
target nucleus and remaining part of it mo\'es on in the beam direction with 
almost same velocity as that of incident ion. Such a process may be termed 
as incom])lete fusion[4, 5, 6. 7]. There are various ways of classifying these 
])rocesses. One of them is based on the degree of linear momentum transfered 
from the incident projectile to the composite system. In case of complete 
fusion the entire linear momentum of the i)rojectile is transferred to the target 
nucleus while in case of incomplete fusion only a part of projectile fuses with 
the target nucleus leading to the fractional transfer of hnear momentum[8. 
9. 10. 11]. The fraction of momentum transferred depends on the mass of 
the fused fragnient[12. 13]. 
With a \iew to study of pre-ecpiilibrium emission, complete and incom-
ljl(>te fusion in heavy-ion reactions, a programme of measurement of exci-
tation functions, recoil range and angular distribution of residues in a large 
number of projectile-target combinations ha.s been undertaken. In the jjresent 
work in order to study pre-equilibrium emission and complete and incomplete 
fusion in hea\-y ion reactions, the excitation functions for se^^eral reactions 
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produced in ^'^N-\-^'^^Te system have been measured with energ>' range fti54-
9071/^1^. The experiments have been performed using 15UD Pelletron facihty 
at the Nucl(-ar Science Center(NSC). New Delhi, India. The details of the ex-
j)eriments ])erf(jrmed are given in Chapter II. The details of various reactions, 
their measured cross-section etc. are given in Chapter III. The experimental 
data has been analyzed using computer code ALICE-91[14] brief details of 
which is gi\-en in Chapter IV. Analysis of data and the result of ])r(^sent work 
are discu.ssed in Chapter V of the dissertation. The references are given at 
tlie end of each chapter. 
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Chapter II 
Experimental Technique 
The exiM-rimental details of present measurements are described sections 
wise in this c:hapter. A brief description of target preparation is given in 
section 2.1. Details of sample irradiation are described in section 2.2, while 
the calibration procedure of HPGe detector used in the present experiment 
is given in section 2.3. TIK^ determination of geometry dependent detector 
efficiency is discussed in brief in section 2.4. Formulation for calculating ex-
citation functions from the experimental data is given in section 2.5, and 
expected errors in measurements are discussed in section 2.G. 
2.1 Sample preparation 
The samples of ^^^Te of thickness 0.92mg/cm^ were prepared from the 
enriched isotope of ^^^Te (^^87%). For preparation of the.se targets vacuum 
evaporation technique was used. Element ^'^^Te was deposited over thin Alu-
minum foils of thickness Q.75mg/cvi'^. which served both as backing material 
and as catcher. These samples were fixed over Ahnninuni holders of size 
1.2xl.2cm'^ having a circular hole at the center of size 10/??/;/ diameter. The 
Al holders were used to define the target geometry and also for rapid heat 
dissipation. The measurement of thickness of the samj^les have been done by 
the o transmission method. In this method o-particles of energy b.5MeV 
from '^'^^Ani source were allowed to pass through the desired sample and 
energy lost by the o-particles was measured from the shift in energy peak. 
Corresponding thickness of the sample was determined using stopping power 
table of Northcliff and Schilling[l]. A typical arrangement of sample and 
catcher foil shown in Fig.II. 1 
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Fig.II.l AX ARRANGEMENT OF SAMPLE AND CATCHER FOIL 
2.2 Irradiation 
The irradiation of samples by heavy ion beam of ^'KN were carried out at 
the NSC. New Delhi, India, using 15 UD Pelletron a,cc;elerator facility. The 
irradiations were performed in General Purpose Scattering Chaml^er (GPSC) 
of diameter 1.5/?? having in-vacuum transfer facility. A schematic diagram 
of the various beam lines is shown in Fig.II.2. Six samples of ^^^Te were 
irradiated separately by "^^ JV beam at energies 54.0. 58.8. 75.8. 81.2. 85.G and 
89.8y\/pV'. The beam currents of ~ 5-20 iiA having 5'^ /6"'' charge states were 
(Miiplo\'ed for irradiation. Duration of irradiation was ^'Shoinrs. keepmg m 
mind the half lives of evaporation resides of interest. The target samples 
were placed normal to the beam direction so that recoiling nuclei may l)e 
14 
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frappcKl in the hacking material of sample and in .4/-f()ils placed at liack 
of tli(^  target. A sketch of experimental arrangement USCHI lor irradiation is 
shown in Fig.II.3. 
;TAL SET-UP 
Thc^  two Silicon Surface Barrier detectors D] and Z)2(Ri^ l^i<'rf<^ 'i'd monitors) 
were kept at 30" with the direction of beam, to record the scatt(^red incident 
ions for flux normalization. The incident flux was also determined from total 
cliarge collected in the Faraday cup. It was observed that the incddent flux 
determined from the counts of Rutherford monitors and from the integrated 
current counts of Faraday cup agree with each other with in 5%. 
2.3 Calibration 
In case of heavy ion reactions a large number of evaporation residues 
16 
are produced. The radio active residual nuclides were identified through 
their characteristics 7-rays and half-lives. In the present experiment a CAN-
BERRA HPGe detector of lOOc.c. active volume is used for tliis identification. 
This detector is connected with ORTEC's PC based multi channel analyzer. 
The detector waa calibrated using ^^^Eu, 7-ray standard source. The '''-Ev/ 
emits 7-rays o '^er a wide range {l20keV to IbZOkeV). The prominent 7-rays 
with their intensities emitted by the ^^'^Eu[2] are listed in table II. 1. Print 
out of obser^'ed 7-ray spectra obtained form the ^^"^Eii, at 2an from the de-
tector is shown in Fig.II.4. 
Table II . l Prominent 7-rays and their absolute inten-
sities of 7-ray standard source ^^'^Eu 
7 ray energy (keV) 
121.78 
244.69 
344.29 
443.89 
778.92 
964.11 
1112.08 
1299.16 
1408.00 
Absohite Intensity (%) 
28.40 
7.51 
26.60 
2.80 
12.98 
14.50 
13.60 
1.63 
20.80 
2.4 Detector efficiency 
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A .standard 7-,source emits 7-rays of given energies uniformly in Air ge-
()ni('lr\' in a gi\'en time. However only some of thes(> 7-rays are detected by 
,:1 d(n(>ctor placed in front of the source. The number of 7-rays detected by 
rh(> dc^tector depends on the energy of 7-ray, the solid angle subfounded by 
I lie soiu'ce on the detector, the time of recording and the absolute efficiency 
of the detector. In the present experiment, both the standard sources and 
jirachated samples were counted under identical geometry, by keeping the 
source-detector distance same (=2cr?7.). The geometry dependent efficiency 
for ')-rays of different energies using standard sources may be determined 
using the following formulation. 
If Xo i^  '"be disintegration rate of 7-ray of energy E from a standard 
source. A'„„ is the disintegration rate at the time of manufacture, A is the 
(l(Hay constant and t is the time lapse between time of manufacture and time 
of recording, tiien the geometry dependent eificiency[3. 4] (Ge)at a particular 
enei-g\- E is gi^ 'en by the expression, 
A typical curve of geometry dependent efficiency for the 7-ray of differ-
ent energies for a fixed source-detector distance of 2cm is plotted using the 
program ORIGIN and is shown in Fig.II.5. The typical efficiency curves is 
fitted b>- the ].)olynomial. 
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Gc = no + aiX + (liX^ + ozX'^ + a^X^ + ar,X^ (2) 
\Vlier(\ A' being the energy of the characteriytic 7-ray. with the coeffi-
cienls do- a 1. co. (i-.^. 0.4. ar, (haA'ing different \'ahies for different s()nrce-detet:t.or 
distances).' 
2.5 Formulation 
The cross-section for a typical nuclear reaction. 
a + X -^Y + b (3) 
niav !)(> (l(^ hued a.s "the numbers of event of a particular type X{a.b)Y per unit 
aica per unit target nucleus per unit time". If A^o target nuckn are irradiated 
for riuie t witli the incident beam of flux 0 then the reaction cius.s-section 
n,\E) lUiW ex]:)ressed by an expression 
Number of events of kind X{a,b)Y/area of tarqef 
.AE) = 1 A,„., — ^ W 
Since in present experiment, the residual nuclides are radioactive, the reac-
tion cross-section[3. 4] ay[E) at lab energy Eiab may gi\'en as 
19 
AXexp{\t2) 
""'•^ ^^ " KNo^O{Ge)[l - eM-Xt,)][l - Pxp(-MOl 
W'licrc .4 is total number of counts ol^served in time f:^. A is the decay 
(•oustant ol the activity. 2^ i'-^  '^hf" ^iro^ lapse between sto]) the UTadiation 
and start of the counting. A'[==[l - exp(-//•,(/)]///.(/] is the correction of self 
absorption of radiation in the sample of thickness d for radiations having ab-
sorption coefhci(>nt //,. 0 is the incident flux, f] is the time for irradiation. 0 is 
the branching ratio of detcted 7-ray and 3^ is the time for data accumulation. 
2.6 Error in measurements 
In the present work errors may be introduced because of tlie following 
factors. 
1. rncertainti(>s may come up in determination of the number of target 
nuclei as a icsult of inaccurate measurement of thickness of target samj^le 
<ni(l non-uniform dej)osition of target material. Since the sample thickness 
was determined from alpha transmission experiment. the>- are quit accurate. 
Moreo-cer uniformity of samples thickness was ensured liy measurmg its thick-
ness at se\-eral ]:)laces. As such error due to these effects is expected to be 
2. Beam current fluctuation leads to fluctuation in incident fiux[3]. To 
reduce error on this account, we observed beam current continuously and 
corrections were applied for ffuctuatiorrs. if any. Errors on this account are 
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expected to be le.s« than 3%. 
3. Dead time of the detector system is hkely to introduced error in de-
termining the true count rate. In present measurements, the dead time was 
kept <10*X by adjusting the of sample-detector distance and correction for 
it were apphed accordingly. 
4. The losses due to the nuclei recoiling out of the target may introduce 
error in measured excitation functions. These were minimized by counting 
together the activity induced in the sample and the catcher foil. 
5. Uncertainty in the fitting of the efficiency curve (<3%) and also the solid 
angle effect (<2%)[5] may lead to inaccuracy in the measurement of detec-
tor efficiency. The measured efficiency may be inaccurate on account of the 
statistical errors of counting of the standard source. These were minimized 
by accumulating the data for a longer time {^ SQOOsec). The statistical 
fl.uctuation in efficiency is estimated to be < 2%. 
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Chapter III 
Measurements 
In general, a nnclear reaction may be represented by following eqnation 
a + X-^Y + b (1) 
Where. X is the target nuclens, Y is the residnal nuclens. a and b are 
respectively the incident and emitted particles. The whole event of reaction 
in short is written as X{a,b)Y. The reaction cross-section a{a,b) for snch 
an e\'ent may be experimentally determined using the expression[l, 2], 
Number of events of kind X{a,b)Y/a7-eo of the target sample 
a{a.b) = —— 
No(pt 
(2) 
As is e^•ident. in order to calculate the cross-section from the experimental 
data it is necessary to count number of desired events that have taken place 
in a given time duration t, when the target X is hit with a beam of projectile 
a of flux 0. The number of target nuclei can be easily determined from the 
nia.ss. thickness and atomic number of the target material. The most difficult 
quantity to be measured in an experiment is the nimiber of events of the given 
tvpe. In principle, this number can be determined by recording the number 
of particles b m coincidence with particle a, emitted during the irradiation 
of the sample. This require in-beam measurements. On the other hand 
the number of events may also be determined by measuring the intensity of 
the activity- induced in the sample, if the residual nucleus Y is radioactive. 
Further, if the half-life of residual nucleus Y is relatively large, the induced 
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activity may be followed after the irradiation of the sample. This method of 
measuring the intensity of induced activities is called activation analysis[3]. 
It is a •^ery important method and is often used for the measurement of 
the reaction cross-section. Some of the important advantages of th(> activa-
tion analysis are. 
1. Measurement of the intensity of the induced acti^'ity nia>- he done after 
the end of irradiation. Since measurements are done off-line no background 
activities due to incident beam are present. 
2. When a sample is irradiated, several nuclear reactions take place simul-
taneously. Many of these reactions leave radioacti\'e nuclides. Since each 
radioactive nuclide has its own characteristic half-life and decay mode, the 
strength of activities induced in the sample due to these different reactions 
may be separated out by off-beam analysis of irradiated sample. As such 
cross-sections for several reactions may be determined in a single irradiation. 
This saves considerable accelerator beam time, which is very costly. 
3. With the availibility of high resolution detectors it is possible to separate 
out activities due to different reactions producing 7-rays of near by energies, 
acciuateh'. As a result error of measurements are quit low and compare well 
with the similar measurements carried out in the in-beam experiments. 
In the present experiment activation technique has been used for mea-
suring reaction cross-sections for various reactions induced by the '^^ A^  ion 
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in ^'^^Te target in the energy range ^54 to 90MeV. Samples for irradiation 
were prepared by vacmime evaporation of the ^"^^Te element on /l/-backing. 
Details of sample preparation are already given in Chapter II (section 2.1). 
In a lieaA -^ ion induced reaction large[4] linear momentinn is carried by the 
incident ion. a part of which is transferred to the residual nucleus. As a result 
the residual nucleus recoils. If the sample thickness along with the thickness 
of the .4/-l:»acking foil is less than the recoil range of the residue, it may get 
out from the sample. In order to pickup such recoihng residues AZ-catcher 
foils of suitable thickness were kept just behind the target as shown in Fig. 
11.1. 
As a result of irradiation of the sample, activities corresponding to dif-
ferent reaction residues were induced. The intensity of these activities were 
measured off-line with the help of a pre-calibrated HPGe detector. The 7-
ra>- sj^ectra of ^^^Te samples which were irradiated by '^^ A^  ions at different 
energies 54.0. 58.8,75.8, 81.2, 85.6 and 89.8MeV are shown in Figs. III.la. 
III.lb. III.lc. III.Id, Ill.le and III.If respectively. 
In the present experiment, the excitation functions for the reactions 
''^""TeC^N. n6/7,)"25La, ^^^Te{^^N, 2a2pnY^^I, and ^^^TeC^N, SaO^^ Os/ have 
been measured. The list of reactions, their residues identified, 7-ray8, abun-
dance etc. are given in Table III.l. All these spectroscopic data has been 
taken from reference[5]. 
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Table III.l 
Reaction 
'2«rp(yv.4'/?.) 
'•^^rr(A'.5/?) 
^^^TviN.pAn) 
^'^^T('(N.a6n) 
'-^Te{X.2(\2pn) 
'2«rr'(/V.3Q') 
Residue 
138m p . , 
59 ^ ' 
137 p „ . 
59 ^^ 
58 ^ ^ 
1325 r 
57 •^" 
131 r 
53 -' 
130gr 
53 -' 
J" 
T 
5/2+ 
3/2+ 
2-
7/2+ 
5+ 
£^(keV) 
302.7 
390.9. 547.5 
788.7, 1037.8 
434.3, 837.1 
447.2 
540.4 
284.3 
364.4. 637.0 
536.1 
668.6,739.5 
Abundance(%) 
80.00 
6.1. 5.2 
100, 100 
1.3. 1.1 
2.2 
7.8 
6.1 
81.2. 7.3 
99.0 
96.1. 82.3 
Each reaction hai> been discussed in details in the following. 
Channels populated by the complete fusion (CF) of ^''JV 
1. ' ' 'Tc(' ',V.4/0 channel [residue =lf"' Pr. Ti/a = 2.1// . .P = 1~\ 
The evaporation residue ^'^^Pr is formed by the complete fusion of "^^A^  
with '^^TP forming the composite system ^^"^Pr followed by the evaporation 
of 4 neutrou.s. 
2. ^2*^e(l^ '^'.5?^) channel [residue =^f Pr, Ti/z = 1.28/?, . F = 5/2+] 
The e\^aporation residue i37pj, jy fom^pd by the complete fusion of ^^ A'' 
with '-'^ Tc followed by the evaporation of 5 neutrons from the compound 
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nucleus '^'^ P? 
137g 3.'2«rp(i-^.V.y;4/?.)channel [residue ^tf^ Ce.Ty2 = 9.0/K .F = 3/2 
137s, I'lAf The evaporation residue 53 Ce is formed by the (:onii)lete fusion of '''A 
with ^^^Te fohowed by the evaporation of one proton and 4 nentrcjns from 
the compound nucleus "^^ P^?-. The residue -^ ^Ce may also ])e ])opulated l)v 
the 3'^ and/or EC decay of higher charge precursor isobar ',;fFr. 
The presently measured cross-sections for the production of \'arious r(^sidues 
HI the complete fusion of ^^TV' with ^^ ^Te system are tal)ulated in Table III.2. 
Table III. 2 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
54.0±0.8 
58.8±0.8 
75.8±0.7 
81.2±0.6 
.85.6±0.5 
89.8±0.5 
(mb) 
31.5 ±8.8 
57.0 ± 6.2 
178.8 ± 19.7 
61.5 ±7.8 
65.8 ± 7.1 
48.5 ±5.2 
(mb) 
456.0 ± 65.0 
463.0 ± 60.3 
577.3 ± 61.9 
610.5 ± 72.5 
(mb) 
144.8 ± 19.2 
194.0 ± 21.3 
220.0 ± 35.0 
263.2 ± 49.8 
Channels populated by the Complete fusion (CF) and Incomplete 
fusion (ICF) of ^^ A^  
4.i2^Te(ilV.Q'6??0channel [residue =Jf^ La. Tin = 4.8// . .F = 2-] 
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The iTsiduc 1,^'^^La may be produced by the complete fusion of '''A'^  with 
'-^Tc followed by the evaporation of an a particle and G neutrons from the 
com])osite system ^'^^Pr. The same residual nucleus may also be produced if 
tlu^ fragment ^"B of ^'^N fuses with ^^ ^Te and 6 neutrons are emitted. The 
measured cross sections, therefore, include contributions from both the CF 
and ICF processes. 
Experimentally measured cross-sections for 57 ^ Ln produced by the com-
pk t^e fusion of '''A'' with ^^^Te and the incomplete fusion of ^^A'^ (fusion of 
'"/?. if '""A' undergoes breakup into o-particle and '°5) with ^'^^Te are gi\'en 
m Table II1.3 
Table III.3 
Lab Energy 
(MeY) 
81.2±0.6 
85.6±0.5 
89.8±0.5 
(mb) 
29.2±2.9 
75.9±7.6 
4.4±4.4 
5. ^'^^Te{^\\',2a2pii)chsinnel[restdue =lf I. T1/2 = 8Md , .F = 7/2+] 
Th(^  residue ^3^/ may be produced by the complete fusion of '''A/' with 
^-^Te fornhng ^'^'^Pr followed by the evaporation of 2 a particles. 2 pro-
tons and a neutron. The same residual nucleus^^^/ may also be produced if 
the fragment '^He of '''A''{if ^^ A'^  breakes up into a-pariticle and ^°5) fuses 
with ^^^Tc and one proton is emitted. The meayured cross sections for the 
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l'( 'siduc^'^'/ therefore, include contributious from both the CF iuid ICF pr( 
(•<\s,s(>s. 
6. ri.s r e ( " A ' . 3 n ) c h a n n e l [irstdue ^1;^ /• 7 i^/2 = 12.3G//, . .F = b 
The residue hfl iiiciy be produced by the complete fusion of ".V with 
^^^Te followed by the eva])oration of 3 o particles. The same- residual ''^ "Z 
nucleus may also be produced if the fragment "^He of '''A' fuses with '-^Tc 
and one proton and a neutron are emitted. The measured cross sections, 
therefore, include contributions from both the CF and ICF ]:)rocess(^s. 
Exi)erimentally measured cross-sections for ^"7 and ''^ '^ '7 produced by the-
coniplete fusion of '''A'' with ^'^^Te and the incomplete fusion of ''^A''(fusion of 
^Hc. if '^'A^ undergoes breakup into a-particle and ^^B) with ^'^Te are given 
ill Tal)le III.4 
Table 111.4 
Lab Energy 
(MeV) 
58.8±0.8 
75.8±0.7 
81.2±0.6 
85.6±0.5 
89.8±0.5 
(mb) 
567.8±94.5 
1429.9±240.0 
1409.7 ±171.2 
1596.6±251.8 
1235±170.5 
(mb) 
2.4±0.4 
27.9±4.05 
12.2±1.2 
2.0±0.2 
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Chapter IV 
Computer Code 
Several computer codes are available for theoretical calculation of exci-
tation functions, some of these are ALICE[1], CASCADE[2], ICARUS[3]aiid 
PACE2[4]. All theses codes are based on statistical model of nuclear reac-
tions and assume the formation of a compound nucleus. ha.\-ing a certain 
excitation energy and angular momentum. The compound nucleus decays 
by emission of nuclear particles {n,p,t and a) and 7 rays. Various decay 
modes are considered, till the decay is energetically forbidden. At the begin-
ning of each decay step, the energy and angular momentum distribution is 
calculated, e.g., one can consider one neutron emission as the 1'^ ' step and 
calculate the emission probability in competition with othei' decay channels. 
The emission probabilities are the ones predicted by the statistical theory. 
Similar analogy follows for proton and a emission. In the present work, the 
analysis of data has been performed using the code ALICE-91. As such a 
l)rief description of the code ALIC&91 is presented here. 
The code ALICE-91 takes into account equilibrium as well as pre-equilibrium 
emission. It is based on Weisskopf Ewing model[5] for compound nucleus and 
Hybrid modeI[6, 7] for simulating PE-emission. 
In this code emitted particles may be ??,, p, a or d. It may be pointed out 
that the code does not take into account the conservation of angular mo-
mentum as well incomplete fusion in to consideration. Rotating finite range 
fission barriers due to A.J. Sierk [8] or Cohen et. al. [9] based on rotating 
liquid drop model may be chosen. The code does not take into account the 
secjiK'ntial emission of particles. Residual nuclei of a grid 11 mass units wide 
b}- 9 atomic: number deep may be calculated. Myers-Swiatecki/Lysekil mass 
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formula [10] is used for calculating Q-valups and binding energies of all the 
nuclei in the evaporation chain. Default option if chosen, calls a table of 
known experimental masses [11] with pairing term for the nuclides either (i) 
zero for odd-e\-en nuclei (ii) 8 for even-even nuclei and (iii)-/) for odd-odd 
nuclei with. 
Inverse cross-sections for the emitted particles in the code are calculated 
using the optical model [12] subroutines although there is an oi)tion of clas-
sical sharp cut off model also. For heavy ions, the transmission coefficients 
a,re calculated using the parabolic model of Thomas [13]. 
Like all semi-classical models, ALICE-91 calculations assume the equipar-
tition of energy among the initially excited particles and holes. Important 
input parameters that must be given are, the initial exciton nunil)er v„. the 
mean free path (MFP) Multiplier COST and the level density parameter n. 
The MFP for intranuclear transition rates may be calculated either from the 
optical potential parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees [14] or from Pauli 
corrected nucleon-nucleon cross-sections [15, 16]. The MFP is multiplied by 
an adjustable parameter COST to adjust the nuclear mean free path in or-
der to reproduce the experimental data. It accounts for the difference, if 
any. between the calculated MFP and the actual MFP for two body residual 
interactions. 
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Level densities of nuclides involved in the evaporation chain can he cal-
culated either from the Fermi Gas model or from the constant temperature 
form. The Fermi gas model[17] gives, 
p{U) = {U-6)-'/'exp{2^a{U~6)) (2) 
where, 6 is the pairing term and U is the excitation energy- of the nucleus. 
The constant temperature[18] form gives, 
p{U)cx^e^/^ (3) 
The level density parameter a is taken as A/K, A being the ma^ js number 
of the nucleus and K is an adjustable parameter. In the present calculations, 
the value of a for the S3'stem has been taken from Dilg tables [19] for the back 
shifted Fermi gas model. Level density options of Kataria/Ramamtu'thy [20] 
or Ignatuk [21] are available. The former takes into account shell corrections. 
The differential cross-section for emitting a particle with channel energy 
c may be written as (cross-section per unit energy to emit a particle of type 
37 = 7-? E (2/ + 1) /^(25. -f 1) E r',(^) E M^ , J)ID (4) 
where, A is the de-Broglie wavelength of the incident ion, Tj the trans-
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mission coefficient of the /*'' partial wave of the incident ion. p{e, J) the spin 
clcjjendent level density for the residual nuclens. D the integral of numera-
tor over all particles and emission energies, e the excitation energy of the 
compound nucleus. S„ is the intrinsic spin of the particle v, T'u{£) is the 
transnii.ssion coefficient for the particle u with kinetic energy £ and orbital 
aneular momentum /. 
' ^ t i ' 
The pure Weisskopf Ewing calculations of the code a.ssume that the nu-
cl(>ar moment of inertia is infinite and hence there is no energy tied to rota-
tion, which means no level density cut off at high spin and all populations 
al")o\'e the binding energy of particle can emit another particle and population 
Ix^ low the i)article binding energy cannot emit further particles, de-exciting 
instead by ') ray emission. As already mentioned the code ALICE-91 does 
not take into account the angular momentum involved in heavy ion reactions. 
The heavy ion projectile imparts large angular momentum to the composi-te 
system having a finite moment of inertia and hence greater rotational energy. 
Due to nuclear rotation, a nuc-leus with a given angular momentum J, cannot 
ha^ -e energy l^ elow a minimum value £'j""". 
E / - ^ J ( J + 1 ) ^ (5) 
/ being the moment of inertia of the composite nucleus. 
If in the last stages of nuclear de-excitation, higher angular momentum 
of the nucleus inhibits particle emission more than it does 7 emission, then, 
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the peak of the excitation functions corresponding to particle emission mode 
will be shifted to higher energy [22]. A similar shift may also be produced 
if the mean <niergy of the evaporated particles increases with increasing nu-
clear spin. One way of obtaining an estimate of the overall energy shift 
is from the nuclear rotational energy. For a rigid body moment of inertia. 
Erot ~ {m/M)Ei,ab, where, m/M is the ratio of the projectile and target 
masses and Ei^b i^  f'hf incident energy [22], To account for the large angular 
momentum imparted to the composite system, it is desirable to shift the 
calculated excitation functions by the amount approximately equal to Erot-
ALICE-91 calculations assumes a compound nucleus which is formed at 
some (>xcitation energy and with some cross-section. The evaporation of a 
/?, j). a or (I is then performed using the Weisskopf calculations. The resid-
ual nucleus population is stored in an appropriate bin. The control then 
moves to the next bin (i.e.. A — 1), the bin following neutron emission. The 
cross-section in the highest energy bin of {A — 1) is then redistributed in the 
same manner. Then it moves to the next residual excitation bin until it has 
redistributed the cross-section and summed it in the appropriate bins of the 
residual nuclides. The logic is repeated across the A as given in the input 
(npto 11 nia.ss units) and then drops in Z to the nucleus A — 1,Z — 1 and it 
repeats the process. The pictorial representation for the sequence of flow of 
code ALICE-91 is shown in Fig. IV.l. 
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Fig.IV.l REPRESENTATION OF LOGIC FLOW OF THE CODE ALICE-91 
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Chapter V 
Results and Discussion 
Results 
In the present, work, the excitation functions for the reactions 
'''""TeC^N. n6n)^^^3La. ^^^Te^^N, 2a2pv)^^^I. and ^'^^Te{'^N, Sof^^^I have 
been measured in the energy range si 54-90MeV. The measured excitation 
functions for all the above reactions have been presented in Figs.V.l to V.ll. 
To the best of our knowledge, these measurements have been done for the 
first time. 
The measured excitation functions have also been compared with theo-
retical predictions babied on computer code ALICE-91[l]. Theoretically cal-
culated EFs have also been shown alongwith the experimental data in all 
figures. Brief details of the calculations done and the parameters involved 
are discussed in the following. 
Discussion 
Analysis of excitation functions with code ALICE-91 
The code ALICE-91, developed by M. Blann [1] is baaed on Weisskopf-
Ewing model[2] for CN calculation and Hybrid Model[3. 4] for simulating 
PE emission. This code assumes equipartition of energy among the initially 
excited particles and holes. Out of the many input parameters, the three 
important parameters are initial exciton number Ug. the mean free path mul-
tiplier COST and the level density a. The first two parameters largely govern 
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the ]:)re-eqiiilibrium component, while the rest of the paranaeters affect the 
equihbrium component. The initial exciton number ng decidey the complexity 
of the initial configuration. The option that substitutes Gove mass tables [5] 
for Myers Swiatecki/Lysekil masses [6] including shell corrections has been 
used for the separation energies and level density shifts for ground states. 
Optical model subroutine with the parameters of Becchetti and Greenlees[7] 
has been used for inverse cross-section calculations. The level density has 
been calculated using expression a = y4//v[8], where, A is the mass number 
of compound system and K is a parameter, which may be \'aried to match 
the experimental data. An attempt has been made to study the effect of 
variation of parameter K on the calculated EFs. Calculations for different 
\'alues of A' were performed and are shown in Fig.V.l, as a representative 
case for the reaction ^'^^Te{^'^N, in). Further, the parameter COST which is 
used to adjust the mean free path in nuclear matter was also varied from 1 to 
4. and its effect on calculated excitation function was studied and is shown 
in Fig.V.2. In order to see the effect of initial exciton mmiber iio on calcu-
lated EFs the calculations were done for different values of •/?o(= 14,15,16). 
As a representative ca«e the calculated excitation function for the reaction 
^~^Te{^'^NAn] for different values of initial exciton number are shown in 
Fig.V.3. It can be seen from this figure that as the value of n^ increases, the 
PE contribution decreases. This is excepted as higher values of Ug means 
smaller number of two-body interactions before the equilibration of the com-
pound nucleus, thereby reducing the PE contribution. Assuming that the 
incident projectile breaks up in the field of target nucleus and the nucleons 
occup\- excited states above the Fermi energy, the initial exciton number iig 
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Fig.V.l EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR '^^Te{'^N. An)^'^^'''Pr REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-91, WITH DIFFER-
ENT VALUES OF K{= 9,10,12,15,18) ARE ALSO SHOWN. 
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TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-<J1. WITH DIFFER-
ENT VALUES OF COST{= 1 to 4) ARE ALSO SHOWN. 
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Fig.V.3 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR '2«Tf("'yV.4/0'-'^"'Pr REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-91. WITH DIFFER-
ENT VALUES OF EXCITON NUMBER IIQ = 14, 15. 16 ARE ALSO 
SHOWN. 
has been taken to be 14 (7?.„ = 7. iij, — 7. ;//, = 0). In all these calculations 
a \'alue of /;o = 14. A' = 18 and COST = 1 has been found to satisfactorily 
reproduce the experimental data. 
Theoretically calculated excitation functions for all the reactions ]")iesently 
studied with the above set of parameters, are found to ha -^e their maxima 
sliift(Hl towards the lower energy side, as compared to the exi)erimental data. 
This is expected as in heavy ion induced reactions, the projectile imparts 
large angular momentum to the composite s\'stem. As such, this high angu-
lar momentum imparted to the composite systfnn. inhibits ])article emission 
in the last stages of de-excitation. As a result, the peak of the experimen-
tal excitation function corresponding to particle emission mod<^  is expected 
to shift towards higher energy[9]. The overall estimate of the possible en-
ergy shift haa been obtained using the formulation Eroi ~ {m/M)Einb; de-
scribed in Chapter IV. In the regime of incident energies considered in the 
present work, the rotational energy shift (Erot) varies from ^ 7 to ^MeV. 
Since, the angular momentum effects have not been considered in the i)ure 
V/eisskopf-Ewing calculations of the present version of the code, it is de-
sirable to shift the calculated excitation functions by an amount equal to 
Eroi- The effect of rotational energy on calculated excitation functions for 
the reaction ^'^^Te{^'^N, An) is shown in Fig.V.4. The excitation functions for 
^"^^Te{^^NAn), ^^^Te{^^N,bn) and ^^^Te{^^N,pAn) channels are satisfacto-
rily reproduced by the chosen set of parameters after taking into account the 
rotational energy shifts as shown in Figs.V.5 to V.7. 
It may further be observed from Fig.V.8. that high energy- tail i)()rtion 
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Fig.V.4 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR '^'^TP(''.V.47;)''''^"'F?- REAC-
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Fig.V.5 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR ^'^^Te{^'^NAnf^^"'Pr REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-91 ARE SHOWN BY 
SOLID AND DOTTED LINES. 
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Fig.V.6 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR ^'^^Tei^'^N.onY^'^Pr REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA, 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-91 ARE SHOWN BY 
SOLID AND DOTTED LINES. 
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Fig.V.7 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR '''''TcC'N.p4vy''''^Ce RE-
ACTION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-<JI ARE SHOWN 
BY VARIOUS LINES. 
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Fig.V.8 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR ^'^^TeC^NAny'-^>^"'Pr REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS OF CODE ALICE-9L WITH THE EF-
FECT OF PE-EMISSION ARE SHOWN BY SOLID AND DOTTED LINES. 
of the measured EFs is close to calculated EFs if PE emission is included in 
the calculations, while the CN calculations have much smaller cross-section 
iu the higher energy tail side. As such, it may be concluded that there is a 
sul:)stantial PE-component in the ^^^Te{^'^N, in) reaction at higher energies. 
From the Fig.V.7 it may be seen that the experimentally measured values 
of the cross-sections at different energies for the reaction ^^^Te(^ ^ A', pinY'^'^^Ce 
are higher than the calculated one. These larger vahies of c;ross-sections nia\-
be attributed to the contribution from pre-cursor decay. During irradiation 
of the sample, the residual nucleus ^^^Ce may be populated via two dif-
f(>rnl i)aths. One. through the reaction ^'^^Te{^'^N,p4ny'^'^^Ce and secondly 
through th(> dec:ay of the residual nucleus '^ ^P?- formed through the reaction 
^-^TeC^N.ony^^Pr. The micleus ^^'^P?^ decays to ^^^Ce by /?+ emission. 
It may be observed, in the caae of ^^^Tei^'^N^aGn), ^^^Te{^'^N,2a2pn) and 
^^^T('{^'^N_.3(\) channels, the theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 give 
negligible cross-sections {^ few miUibarn and hence not shown in figures) 
while the measured experimental cross-sections are substantial as are shown 
in Figs.V.9 to V.ll. 
This discrepancy may be explained in terms of the contribution coming 
from incomplete fusion of the '^^ A'' ion. If it is assumed that '^'A'' ion breaksup 
into ^^B and '^He nuclei under the nuclear field of the target nucleus and if 
only one of the two parts fuses with the target, the residual nuclei of the above 
reactions mAv be populated. Theoretical calculations, however do not take 
mto account, this incomplete fusion process. As such, it may be inferred that 
a \'ery large part of reaction in these cases goes through incomplete fusion. 
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Fig.V.9 EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR ^'^^TeC'^N.aiiny-""La RE-
ACTION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA. 
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Fig.V.lO EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR ^''^TeC\N,2o2pv.y'-^^I RE-
ACTION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA. 
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Fig.V.ll EXCITATION FUNCTION FOR '^ *^Te('^ .V,3o)''*"'^ / REAC-
TION. THE FILLED CIRCLES REPRESENT THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. 
Form tlip forogoing discussion, it may be conclnded that rotational energy 
shift. ]:)rp-e(juihl)riuni contribution, pre-cursor decay and incomplete fusion 
play important role in heavy-ion reactions. 
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